PRESS RELEASE: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

2ND IMGA SEA NOMINATIONS ANNOUNCED
65 games nominated
Public voting now open for the People’s Choice Award

MARSEILLE, September 5, 2017 – The final nominations for the 2nd IMGA SEA in 2017 were announced today. A total of 65 games have been recognized for IMGA’s second edition in Southeast Asia, highlighting the creativity from developers and studios in this region. Gamers and nominees’ fans are now invited to vote for their favourite game to determine the People Choice’s Award on sea.imgawards.com

These year’s nominees include games submitted by developers and studios based in Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam and Brunei. While Indonesia ranked first with a massive number of games submitted, Malaysia followed by Singapore and the Philippines are also well represented in this contest.

The all-star judging panel is composed of international mobile gaming experts such as Febrianto Nur Anwari (Duniaku), Mohammad Fahmi (Toge Production), Ian Gregory (Witching Hour Studios), Jeremy Ooi (previous Grand Prix winner), Gabby Dizon (Altitude Games) among others.

And the nominees are...

- Agent Aliens, by Indigo Gaming, Philippines
- Alien Path, by Appxplore Sdn Bhd, Malaysia
- Almighty: Fantasy Clicker Game, by Alegrium, Indonesia
- Badminton Stars, by IPlayAllDay Studio, Indonesia
- Bumbu Cinta: Love Spice, by Agate, Indonesia
- Bunbu Dance Tour: Idol Clicker, by Regulus Studio, Indonesia
- Cat Quest, by The Gentlebros, Singapore
- Chef Wars, by Mindcake Games, Singapore
- CHIPS: Monster Tap, by CIAYO Games, Indonesia
- Chrono Clash, by Gamenami, Singapore
- Crate slam, by Whimward, Indonesia
- Dark Dot – Unique Shoot’em Up, by Inzen Studio, Singapore
- DEAD TARGET VR: Zombie Intensified, by VNG Game Studios, Vietnam
- Desert Island Fishing, by Springloaded Ltd., Singapore
- DESERTOPIA, by Gamtropy, Taiwan
- Dessert Chain: Coffee & Sweet, by Touchten Games, Indonesia
- Dream Defense, by Altitude Games Inc., Philippines
- Dungeon Chef, by Agate, Indonesia
- Ein & the Fallen Stars, by Seven Games, Malaysia
- Ejen Ali: Emergency, by Common Extract, Malaysia
- Fancy Dogs – Puzzle & Puppies, by Genix Lab, Vietnam
- Flippy Bottle Extreme!, by Most Played Games, Philippines
- Gears of Steel, by Arkavis, Thailand
For the first time, the 2nd IMGA SEA award ceremony will be held on October 13th in Singapore during GameStart 2017 and the SEA SUMMIT, a new B2B conference for the Southeast Asian game industry players. Jointly organized by IMGA and Eliphan, the summit aims to facilitate knowledge sharing, networking and collaboration
opportunities among companies based in Southeast Asia, and those looking to enter the region.

About IMGA

The IMGA is the longest standing mobile games award program started in 2004. With its long history and unique judging process, it has recognized some of the world’s most popular titles in their early days, such as Candy Crush Saga and Clash of Clans. It is the only competition that unites the industry by celebrating excellence and innovation in games.

For full details about the competition’s terms and conditions, visit sea.imgawards.com or call: +33 491 315 217. You can also follow the IMGA on Twitter or Facebook.